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by nina gan

the rise of fight sports
These days, we are familiar with UFC, muay thai, and Street Fighter – in simple terms, it’s where
people actually fight with each other for entertainment. Today, whether it’s real life or digital,
they’re multi-billion dollar industries that have woven themselves into our popular culture – just
take a look at how many MMA gyms and wannabe fighters out there. Here’s a look at the history
and growth of our obsession with ‘sports entertainment’.

FIGHTING TOURNAMENTS
The Brazilian fighting sideshow called Vale Tudo (aka ‘No Holds
Barred’) is the precursor of the modern-day mixed martial arts
tournament. From 1960, Vale Tudo remained mostly as an
underground subculture, with most fights taking place in martial
arts dojos. Its popularity was fueled by the legendary Gracie
family (creators of Brazilian jiu-jitsu) – one of its members helped
set up Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC) in 1993.
Professional wrestling (aka Pro Wrestling) also became popular
from the 60s, especially in North/South America and Japan. A
combination of flamboyant personalities and wrestling (sometimes involving props), it’s now a billion-dollar entertainment
industry. The biggest promoters include WWE (USA) which gave
us personalities like Hulk Hogan, and the grittier New Japan Pro
Wrestling (Japan).
Mexico’s version of pro wrestling – Lucha Libre –
is one of the country’s biggest spectator
activities today. Characterised by colourful
masks, its origins date back to 1863 when a
Mexican wrestler developed this free-style
fighting form. It wasn’t until the early 1900s that
its popularity started to explode as entertainment
after holding no-holds barred tournaments.
A key component of MMA is Muay Thai – the "art of
eight limbs" known for its combined use of fists,

elbows, knees, and shins. It’s been around
since the 18th century, but made popular as
entertainment from the 20th century.
In the early 90s, mixed martial arts was gaining
popularity all over the world, although the term
‘MMA’ was first coined in 1993 by the creators of
UFC – a tournament to determine the most
effective martial arts.
Interestingly, MMA was most popular in Japan
during the 90s and early 2000s when promoters like Pride and
Shooto combined Japanese martial arts like daidojuku, judo, and
karate, creating highly popular fighting events like K-1 and Pride
which also incorporated muay thai. While the Japanese scene
was flourishing, MMA’s early development in the US was plagued
by criticism of its violence, regulations, legal difficulties and
broadcasting issues.
It wasn’t until strict regulations regarding MMA was
established that UFC started to flourish by the late
90s, and by the 2000s it acquired Japanese MMA
brand Pride, marking the slow decline of MMA’s
popularity in Japan. Today, UFC has grown into a globally
popular multi-billion-dollar enterprise, and the popularity of
MMA has also seen the rise of other promoters worldwide,
including the Singapore-based One Championship.

DIGITAL FIGHTING ARENA
Fighting games took centre stage over much of the 90s in
the early years of home PCs and gaming arcades.
Capcom’s Street Fighter (1987) was the first to release its
version of a fighting game, and it’s credited with establishing many of the conventions of the one-on-one fighting
genre. Mortal Kombat (1992) was the first fighting game to
introduce a secret fighter (unlocked after a series of
requirements), and was also known for high levels of

violence, in particular, its Fatalities (finishing moves to
kill an opponent). Bandai’s Tekken (1994) focused on
hand-to-hand combat, and was one of the first fighting
games at the time to use 3D animation.
Street Fighter, Mortal Kombat, and Tekken are some of
the most successful fighting franchises in the history of
video games, spawning multiple movies, TV series,
touring leagues, conventions, and even card games.
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This Halloween, it’s time for card gamers – this
one doubles up as trivia for horror movies. How
much do you know about these (in)famous
characters, and will you survive the game till
the end?
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